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0 of 0 review helpful and not good I was so excited to read this By Lovely Reader I was ready for creepy haunting and 
totally scary What I received cheesy short one story I classify as a blurb and not good I was so excited to read this how 
disappointing I really felt that some of the stories were really unfinished like the author could think of nothing more to 
say so it just ended My least favorite and the In this brilliant debut collection Ian Rogers explores the border places 
between our world and the dark reaches of the supernatural The landscape of death becomes the new frontier for 
scientific exploration With remarkable deftness Rogers draws together the disturbing and the diverting in twenty two 
showcase stories that will guide you through terrain at once familiar and startlingly fresh His best stories resemble the 
work of Joss Whedon contemporary fantasy in which quirky characters confront the uncanny with deadpan aplomb 
and an appealing degree of competence I would be very curious to read a full length novel from Rogers that provid 
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